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Largo Introduces Compact Four-Wheel Portable

Largo Cleaning Systems

now offers a compact, gas

engine, four-wheel portable,

belt-drive pressure washer.

Protected by a rugged

steel roll cage with lift hook,

four 10-in., tube-type tires

allow the unit to easily be

handled. The unit comes

complete with schedule 80

heating coil, a General

Pump, a Beckett Burner,

and a Vanguard engine with

20 A alternator. Available

as a 4.3 gpm @ 3500 or 4.0 gpm @ 4000 psi. This unit is designed

to be force-fed or it can pull its water from a mobile tank.

Circle 802

Steel Eagle Adds

New Reels

Steel Eagle is proud

to announce that they

have added new larg-

er reels to their swiv-

el reel product line.

They now offer 200-ft. 

& 300-ft. models with 

a heavy duty floor

mount.  Each reel features steel construction, durable powder-coat

paint, Super Swivel union, 4000-psi rated plumbing, and heavy

duty wheel bearing swivel base. These reels work exceptionally

well in trailer and truck mount applications.

Along with the new reel sizes, Steel Eagle has also added a hor-

izontal mount arm to correspond with the receiver found on

newer pressure washer systems offered by several manufacturers.

Circle 804

B e c k e t t

CleanCut pump,

developed in 

a joint effort 

with Suntec In-

dustries, offers

e x c e p t i o n a l

value in a vari-

ety of situations.

The CleanCut pump, when used with a PD

timer, makes every pump replacement an oppor-

tunity to upgrade the installation.

The Beckett CleanCut Pump, with its solenoid

valve, offers faster, smoother, and cleaner shut-downs

and light-offs, while also providing the hefty lift

capability of a traditional pump. The reduced

load on the motor enabled by the CleanCut Pump,

which allows oil to bypass the pump’s piston,

adds additional life to the system. The CleanCut

Pump has an expanded capacity—up to 4 gph at

100–150psi or 3 gph at 150–200 psi, for greater

performance. In addition, because the CleanCut

Pump uses the same regulating piston found in tra-

ditional pumps, it promises the same level of pro-

tection from leak-through in gravity-feed situations.

Circle 803

AR North America

Introduces the 

SHP Series

The new SHP

Series of pumps from

AR North America

deliver consistently

high pressure levels

while setting new

standards for volumetric efficiency.  Long service life is assured

due to usage of high quality components. The SHP Series 

delivers from 4 gpm to 5.8 gpm, and at 7250 psi. Spinning at 1450

rpm, this pump features polished solid ceramic pistons, and 

utilizes a newly designed brass manifold (patent pending).

Circle 801

Legacy has introduced the new Revolution

rotary nozzle that uses proven technology to

increase impact pressure by more than 10 times

that of conventional high-pressure spray nozzles.

The Revolution attaches to the wand of most

hot or cold water pressure washers. It is rated for

up to 4350 psi at 185 F.

The Revolution nozzle spins at 4000 rpm 

to provide the fast cleaning action of a wide-

coverage fan-spray nozzle along with the deep-

cleaning impact of a pencil-jet or 0-degree 

nozzle. It has a wear-resistant ceramic head 

and bearing ring for long life and is shrouded 

by an extra-resiliant housing protector.

Circle 805

Beckett CleanCut 

Pump’s Advantages 

Help Distributors 

on Upgrades

Legacy Introduces 

New Rotary 

Nozzle
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Note: Product News submissions

should be emailed to garyw@adpub.com

or mailed to Product News, 2175 

Clarke Drive, Dubuque, IA 52001-4125.

Please be sure that your product an-

nouncement is accompanied by a photo

of the product. CT

PSC Cleaning Systems, Inc., Introduces the

DPG Series

The new DPG (dedicated pump to gun)

series of multi-stage pumping systems from

PSC Cleaning Systems features a programmable

logic controller (PLC) with multi-function

display (MFD) allowing for complete system

control/monitoring (automatic primary 

pump selection/scheduled maintenance due)

and visual/logged alerts (cause of system 

shutdown/system operating history ).

With output pressures of up to 4000 psi, 

these systems are available in 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 pump configurations.

Circle 809

Mi-T-M Offers Heavy-Duty Job

Site Boxes

Mi-T-M Corporation manufac-

tures heavy-duty job site boxes that

provide superior protection for tools

and work gear. These boxes have a

swing out handle for easier mobility.

Mi-T-M’s job site boxes feature

heavy duty solid steel construction

with full arc-welded seams, special

powder coated finish for extreme

durability, tamper-proof armored

locking system for protection against

break-ins, and riveted, full-length,

concealed hinges for additional pro-

tection and strength. A special locking

lid support locks the lid open to pre-

vent accidental closings and rein-

forced support skids offer increased

protection and easy transporting. The

job site boxes also feature predrilled

skids for easy caster installation and

optional removable tool trays to assist

in tool management.  

Available in sizes (in inches): 36 L

x 19 W x 16 H, 48 L x 22 W x 22 H, 

48 L x 30 W x 30 H, and 60 L x 24 W 

x 26 H.

Circle 806

Hydro Tek Systems now offers the ANT20

Convertible Hydro Twister Sidewalk/Rooftop

cleaner with a unique convertible design. Ultra

lightweight design decreases operator fatigue and

adds a margin of safety when used in roof clean-

ing applications. Two Hydro Tek exclusive “Six

Shooter” nozzles provide the coverage of 12

nozzles rotating with an increased nozzle height

that reduces the chances of nozzle arm strikes.

Cleaning power is more than 10 times faster

than the use of a wand alone, with better clean-

ing consistency. The handle can be mounted in

multiple fixed or floating positions to fit any

user and reduce operator fatigue. Four heavy-duty

casters can be quickly removed, converting the

unit from a wheeled to floating surface cleaner or lightweight roof cleaner.

Specifications: Pressure limit, 4000 psi; flow limit, 5.5 gpm (up to 10 gpm

available); spray bar speed up to 2000 rpm; 20-in. deck; temperature

limit 250 F.

Circle 807

Putzmeister Water

Technology Introduces

Dynajet 170 Series

The compact design of

the Dynajet 170 series offers

mobility and efficiency under

extreme conditions. It is de-

signed  to use for everything

from paint stripping and rust

removal to surface cleaning,

road surface stripping, and jet

cutting concrete. It is available

in several options, and includes

a hood that reduces noise and

tilts up for easy maintenance. The trailer mounted units meet all US

D.O.T. requirements. The Dynajet 170 series is compatible with special 

cleaning accessories that Putzmeister carries to handle a variety of water

jetting and cleaning tasks.

Circle 808

Hydro Tek Announces Convertible Surface Cleaner


